In this paper, we focus on characterizing the subunit We suggest structure characterization of macromoconfiguration by combining an assembly density map lecular assemblies by combining assembly shape dewith one particular source of supplementary informatermined by electron cyromicroscopy with information, affinity purification assays. These pull-down extion about subunit proximity determined by affinity periments depend on a tagged protein subunit (the bait) purification. To achieve this aim, structure characterof a complex. The bait and its noncovalently associated ization is expressed as a problem in satisfaction of partners (the subcomplex) are first purified by affinity spatial restraints that (1) represents subunits as chromatography against the tag and then identified by spheres, (2) to specify a protein representation, a scoring function, If the resolution of the assembly density map is lower and an optimization method. We use a simplified model than w3 nm or the subunit shapes are unknown, the with a protein subunit represented by a single sphere. subunit configuration is difficult to determine without This model can only reveal the configurations of and additional experiments. In particular, this problem freinteractions between subunits, but not their individual quently applies to electron tomography, which is especonformations nor their relative orientations. Despite cially suitable for studying macromolecular assemblies these limitations, the proposed representation allows in their native cellular context (Medalia et al., 2002) but us to encode the affinity purification data and low-resowhose resolution is currently limited to less than w4 lution assembly density maps as spatial restraints on nm. To bridge the resolution gap between the assembly the subunit configuration, which are then combined shape and the subunit configuration, the assembly into a single scoring function ( Figure 1) . Next, the scordensity map can be integrated with several additional ing function is optimized to find all subunit configurations that satisfy the input restraints. To assess the utility of the combination of the affinity purification data *Correspondence: sali@salilab.org 3 Lab address: http://salilab.org and the assembly density map, the accuracy of the op-
Scoring Function
The most important aspect of structure characterization by satisfaction of spatial restraint is to accurately capture all available input information about the structure of the assembly. We approach this problem by translating all structural information into spatial restraints. We distinguish restraints on five different spatial features (Figure 1): (1) the subunit excluded volume, (2) the assembly shape, (3) the subunit proximity in the subcomplex (the proximity restraint), (4) the subunit connectivity in the subcomplex (the connectivity restraint), and (5) the symmetry. The scoring function is defined as the sum of all individual restraints, described in detail below. In summary, (1) subunit excluded volume restraints are expressed as lower bounds on all pairwise subunit distances; (2) the proximity and (3) connectivity restraints are expressed as pairwise upper distance bounds on the subunits within the subcomplex; (4) the assembly shape restraints are expressed as lower and upper bounds on the absolute subunit Each subunit in a subcomplex must contact at least spatial restraints, and (iii) an optimization of the scoring one other subunit in the subcomplex. For example, in function to obtain all possible models that satisfy the a subcomplex with n components, at least n − 1 direct input restraints. We describe all three components next.
interactions must connect all of its subunits. We refer to this condition as the connectivity restraint of a subRepresentation complex. While the actual subunit contacts are unEach protein subunit is represented as a point. The known, all valid structural solutions must satisfy this subunit excluded volume is encoded as a restraint and restraint. For a given subcomplex, the restraint is apis described in the next section. The two specific model plied with the aid of a minimal spanning tree as follows. We define a fully connected (i.e., complete) graph with assemblies used in this paper are described below. , where f is the restrained feature, and s is the parameter that regulates the strength of the term. For upper feature bounds, the score is 0 for f > f o ; for lower feature bounds, the score is 0 for f < f o . the nodes corresponding to the individual subunits and An optimized structure is obtained from a single optimization run in a series of steps: the initial Cartesian edges with weights equal to the violation of the hypothetical contact (Table 1 , row 4). We then find the minicoordinates of all subunits are randomly distributed mal spanning tree such that the sum of the edge from −50 to 50 nm, followed by conjugate gradients weights is minimal and all subunits are connected to at minimization of up to 500 steps and 50 cycles of simuleast one other subunit (Corman et al., 2001). For each lated annealing molecular dynamics simulation. In each edge in the minimal spanning tree, we impose harmonic cycle, the temperature of the system is increased from distance restraints enforcing the direct subunit con-100 to 1000 K within 50 time steps, kept constant for tacts (Table 1, We use two simple model systems. First, we study a compact assembly consisting of subunits packed in a Optimization cube ( Figure 2A ). Second, we expand our calculations We generate subunit configurations by simultaneously to a more realistic example, a low-resolution model of minimizing violations of all restraints in Cartesian the proteasome ( Figure 3A ). space. The aim is to obtain as many structures as possible that satisfy all input restraints. The generation of these models is stochastic. For each restraint set, we start from at least 10,000 completely randomized subunit configurations. We use an adapted version of the program MODELLER7v0 (Sali and Blundell, 1993). Figure 3A) . We approximate each protein by a listic; the probability for accepting a subunit is proportional to the inverse cube of the contact shell number, single sphere with its radius (in nm) estimated from the total protein mass: r = 0.0726 M 1/3 , where M is the prowhich is the smallest number of subunits that connect the selected subunit with the bait. A uniform selection tein mass in Da and the coefficient is determined based on masses and sizes of known protein structures. The probability would lead to artificially elongated subcomplexes, as the number of neighbors in higher contact sphere center is located at the center of mass of the corresponding protein in the X-ray structure of the proshells grows rapidly. Generation of Additional Models teasome (Groll et al., 1997) . For the assembly shape restraint, the shape is a cylinder with a height of 16.2
For some restraint sets (e.g., derived from subcomplex sets 7 and 8 in Table 2 ), the optimization protocol was nm and a radius of 3.3 nm. For the subcomplex proximity restraint, the upper bound is 1.35 times the estiunable to generate a sufficient number of structures that satisfied all the input restraints, even in 500,000 mated maximal subcomplex diameter (in nm) from the empirical relationship between the maximal diameter of independent runs. In such cases, we increased the sample size needed for estimating the utility of various tion networks and configurations that are consistent with subunit excluded volume; protein affinity purificarestraint sets for structure characterization as follows. We generated 3,000 additional structures from the nation experiments; mass density maps determined by electron cryomicroscopy or tomography, and, when tive structure by swapping subunits between 1 and 10 randomly selected subunit pairs in the assembly. For the applicable, symmetry (see Approach) (Figure 1) . We achieve this aim by using simulated input data sets proteasome model, each swap involved two pairs of subunits, one in each symmetry unit. If a structure satisgenerated from two simple model systems. We focus on the utility of affinity chromatography fied all input restraints, it was added to the ensemble of good scoring structures generated in the optimization purification for structure characterization. Each experiment reveals the types of proteins present in the pullprocess.
down subcomplex and, in principle, contains some information about spatial relationships between subunits Analysis in the pull-down subcomplex (see Approach). One such Analysis is performed only on models that completely spatial restraint is the upper distance bound on any two satisfy all input restraints (good scoring models). subunits in a subcomplex, which we refer to as the Contact Frequencies restraint, the "connectivity restraint," specifies that evReceiver Operating Characteristic Analysis ery subunit in a subcomplex must interact with at least The ability of different restraint sets to predict the native one other subunit in the subcomplex.
While the actual subunit interactions is ranked with the aid of the ROC subunit interaction network is unknown, all valid struccurves (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas, 1999). For an tural solutions must satisfy this connectivity restraint. ensemble of models calculated by a given restraint set, a subunit interaction is predicted if the corresponding contact frequency is sufficiently high (below). The accu-
Cube Model System racy of the predicted subunit interactions is quantified Our first model system is an assembly of 27 different by calculating the true positive rate (sensitivity) as well subunits, represented as single hard spheres of idenas the false positive rate (1-specificity) and plotting tical radii in a cubic close-packed lattice (Figure 2A ). them against each other at 16 different cutoff values We generated 6 data sets, each composed of 27 simu-(the ROC curve). The area under the ROC curve reprelated pull-down experiments with each of the subunits sents the probability of correct classification over the selected as the bait. Subcomplexes in a data set conwhole range of cutoffs; it can range from 0.5 to 1. An tain the same number of subunits. We employ data sets area of 0.5 indicates that the structure calculation could with three, four, five, six, seven, and eight subunits per not discriminate between the native and false contacts. subcomplex (columns 3-8, Table 2 ). These data sets If the area under the ROC curve equals 1, the method will allow us to investigate which subcomplex size is is able to predict the contact map of the native strucmost informative about the structure of the assembly. ture. The closer the ROC curve is to the upper left corFor each data set, we consider three combinations of ner and the closer the integrated area under the curve restraint types: first, we use a combination of the exis to 1, the higher the overall accuracy of the calculacluded volume restraints for each subunit and the proxtions is and the more informative the restraints are imity restraints for each of the 27 subcomplexes per about the native contact map of the assembly. data set as the only information for structure characterReference Frequency Cutoff ization (Table 2) ; second, we add the assembly shape This cutoff is defined as 56% of the largest contact frerestraint (Table 2) ; and third, we also add subcomplex quency value present in a contact frequency map. This connectivity restraints (Table 2 ). This sequential buildup value was obtained by maximizing the sum of true posiof the scoring function allows us to isolate the indivitives and true negatives for the restraint set derived dual contributions to the structural characterization of from subcomplex set 4 (Table 2) and was adopted as a assemblies. reference value for the analysis of all the restraint sets. Varying the reference cutoff value in a wide range from 30% to 90% does not change the ranking of the reSubcomplex Proximity Restraints straint sets by their utility in structure characterization.
We begin by considering only subunit excluded volume For convenience, the false positive rates and the restraints and subcomplex proximity restraints calcunumber of correctly predicted contacts for each related from the six data sets (columns 3-8, Table 2 ) constraint set are determined by using the reference fretaining subcomplexes with 3-8 subunits (see Apquency cutoff value. proach). For each of the six generated restraint sets, at least 10,000 random subunit configurations were optimized in an attempt to find those configurations that Results satisfy all input restraints (good scoring models). We then predict a subunit interaction if it occurs frequently We rely on two simple model systems in which globular protein subunits are represented as single spheres (see in the ensemble of good scoring models. Finally, we rely on the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Approach). Our aim is to enumerate all subunit interac- dicted correctly (the corresponding false positive rates are w50% and 36%, respectively). This poor performance is also revealed by the 3D structural analysis of the models. The average drms deviation between models and the native structure ranges from 1.6 to 1.9 nm (Table 2). Therefore, it is not possible to correctly determine the assembly structure only by the subunit excluded volume and subcomplex proximity restraints.
Subcomplex Proximity and Assembly Shape Restraints
Next, we investigate the effect of adding the assembly shape restraint on the accuracy of our predictions. We use the same subcomplex data sets 3-8, but we now restrict the positions of the subunits to be within the assembly shape (a cube with side length of 6 nm) (see Approach).
With the addition of the assembly shape restraint, the models are generally more compact. For some of the restraint sets, a substantial fraction of the native contacts can now be predicted correctly. For example, 26 (e.g., sets 7 and 8) perform worse with the assembly shape restraint than without it (cf. Figures 5A and 5B) . For example, for subcomplex set 7, the integrated ROC curves to rank the different restraint sets by their ability to correctly predict the native contacts.
area for subcomplex sets 7 and 8 decreases from 0.78 to 0.71 and the false positive rate for subunit interaction The ROC curves for subcomplex sets 3-7 are similar to each other ( Figure 4A ). The overall performance is prediction rises from 57% to 75% (subcomplex set 7 in Table 2 ). This finding is not surprising, as the estimated poor, as indicated by the small integrated area under the ROC curves that ranges from 0.7 to 0.8 for all subdiameter of subcomplexes with 7 and 8 subunits is similar to the maximum diameter of the assembly. Therecomplex sets (Figure 5) . Even for the two best-performing subcomplex sets, 3 and 4, only, respectively, 12 and fore, subcomplex sets 7 and 8 do not provide any additional structural information if the assembly shape is 14 out of the total of 54 native interactions are pre- The proteasome model system is explained in Results. Subunit-excluded volume, assembly shape, subcomplex proximity, subcomplex connectivity, as well as symmetry restraints are applied (see Approach). See the legend of Table 2 for the definitions of sensitivity and false positive rate.
already specified. However, the increased number of increases from 0.8 to 0.96 (subcomplex set 4 in Table  2 ). Correspondingly, the structural similarity among the contacts (both native and nonnative) resulting from the reduced accessible volume increases the false positive models that satisfy the input restraints increases, and their average drms deviation to the native structure is rate and therefore decreases the prediction accuracy as quantified by a measure that depends on the subunit w1.1 nm ( Table 2) . Approximately 1% of all models in subcomplex set 4 have all native contacts predicted contacts. While it may be surprising that the accuracy of contact prediction from subcomplex sets 7 and 8 correctly. is decreased upon the addition of the assembly shape restraint, other aspects of the predicted structures are Subcomplex Proximity, Assembly Shape, and Subcomplex Connectivity Restraints improved -for example, the accuracy of the shape prediction (data not shown).
Finally, we investigate the effect of adding the connectivity restraint on the accuracy of our predictions. Using In contrast, for subcomplex sets with a smaller number of subunits (e.g., subcomplex sets 3 and 4), the the same subcomplex sets, we now enforce that each subunit in a subcomplex is connected to the rest of prediction accuracy is strongly improved upon adding the assembly shape restraint. The highest accuracy is the subcomplex subunits via at least one direct contact (subcomplex connectivity restraints in Approach). For found for subcomplex set 4 ( Figure 5) , with 33 out of the 54 native contacts correctly determined, in comparthe subcomplex sets with a small number of subunits (three and four components), the current optimization ison to the prediction of 12 native contacts without the assembly shape restraints. Also, the false positive rate scheme provides a sufficient number of models for subsequent analysis. However, for larger subcomplex drops from 36% to 23%, and the integrated ROC area Adding subunit connectivity restraints leads to a dramatic improvement in the accuracy of structure determination. The contact frequency maps for all subcomplex sets are almost identical to the contact map of the native structure (e.g., Figures 2B and 6C) . Indeed, for subcomplex set 3, all native contacts are reproduced in the good scoring models with a frequency of at least 75% (50 contacts with a frequency of 100% and 4 contacts with a frequency of 75%). Hence, the integrated ROC area is w1 for all subcomplex sets (Figure 5 ). Using the reference frequency cutoff value (see Approach), we are able to determine the complete subunit Indeed, for all of the subcomplex sets, some of the predicted structures differed only by a single interchange of neighboring subunits. Moreover, for the reference tive structure contained all predicted direct interacfrequency cutoff, only models identical to the native tions, which would allow us to determine the native structure have the contacts represented in the contact structure without knowing the correct answer in admap. Therefore, the native structure can be identified vance. reliably as the most frequently occurring predicted model.
Discussion
We showed that it is generally possible to determine Proteasome Model System Having demonstrated that it is possible to determine the subunit packing in assemblies at low resolution by using as sources of spatial information an appropriate the 3D configuration of a simple model assembly, we turn our attention to the more realistic case of the prorepresentation of the individual subunits, the assembly shape, and only a modest number of subcomplexes teasome.
Given the shape of the proteasome, a soft sphere (Table 2 (Figure 7 ) (see Approach). These structures were evaluated by the scoring function. All the assembly can be characterized by a variety of imaging techniques, such as electron cryomicroscopy models with scores less than five times the score of the native structure were included in the analysis (Figure 7) . and tomography. However, these imaging methods sometimes lack the resolution to provide the subunit With 14 subcomplexes, we were able to predict 55 out of the 57 native contacts with an error rate of 0, by configuration. We suggest that complementing these imaging techniques with protein affinity purification exusing the reference frequency cutoff (Table 3, Figure 8A ) (see Approach). As expected, the subcomplex set with periments may provide a way to bridge the resolution gap between assembly shape and subunit configu-28 subcomplexes performed even better, predicting the complete subunit interaction network (Table 3, Figure  ration . In our calculations, we used restraints on five dif-8B). For both cases, the integrated ROC area is w1, indicating the highly discriminative power of the scorferent spatial features, including subunit excluded volume, assembly shape, subunit proximity in a subcoming functions (Figure 8 ). The scoring function derived from 14 subcomplexes allowed several models that difplex (proximity restraint), subunit connectivity in a subcomplex (connectivity restraint), and symmetry. fered only by a single interchange of neighboring spheres. These models differed on average by a drms None of these restraint types are sufficient on their own for the accurate determination of the native assembly of 0.8 nm from the native structure. Again, only the na- structure. However, when all of them are integrated into data sets contain subcomplexes of variable sizes, the efficiency of the sampling may be improved by cona single scoring function, the correct subunit configuration can be determined. The subcomplex connectivity structing and optimizing the scoring function in several steps, employing the variable target function approach restraint is particularly useful for accurate structure determination (Table 2 and complexes are considered; then, connectivity restraints of larger subcomplexes are added to the scoring funcThe pull-down restraints generally cannot distinguish between the native structure and its mirror image.
tion. This procedure leads to a smaller search space for connectivity restraints of large subcomplexes and Therefore, when the shape of the system is identical to its mirror image, as is the case for the two model sysallows sufficient sampling of good scoring models. This improved optimization strategy should be applicable to tems used here, we cannot distinguish the native structure from its mirror image. most experimental data sets that often contain subcomplexes with a variable number of components. Our analysis depends on sufficiently thorough sampling of the subunit configurations that are consistent
We assessed the feasibility of determining the configuration of subunits in an assembly by integrating with all input restraints. However, once a sufficient sampling is achieved, the analysis is independent of the low-resolution spatial information from mass density maps and subunit interactions obtained by pull-down optimization method. In other words, the assessment of the information content of the input restraints is enexperiments. The key question is whether or not there is sufficient information in such low-resolution data to tirely independent of the sampling procedure used to find good scoring models. The current optimization allow determination of the native structure. The analysis requires the native assembly structure, a low-resoprotocol provides from hundreds to thousands of configurations that satisfy all the restraints derived from lution density map, and many sets of pull-down restraints. As the necessary data are not available for any most of the subcomplex sets, which we suggest is sufficient for a coarse ranking of the information content protein assembly, we performed our analysis on two model systems by using simulated input data sets. This of the different restraint sets (Table 2 ). The exceptions are the restraint sets that include subcomplex connecapproach allowed us to explore in detail the information content of a large variety of restraint sets, particularly tivity restraints derived only from large subcomplexes (subcomplex sets 5-8 in Table 2 ), which result in a comfor pull-down experiments.
In the future, testing of our approach could be exbinatorial explosion in the number of possible minimal spanning trees per subcomplex. In principle, this expanded in a variety of ways. First, we have not exhaustively explored all combinations of different restraint pansion of the search space requires more sampling to find good scoring solutions. However, we circumvented types. For example, we could assess the information content of various combinations of pull-down sizes. Sethis problem by constructing additional good scoring structures based on the native structure (see Apcond, we have not yet mapped the accuracy of the structure determination as a function of the error in the proach). It is possible that, in some applications of our approach, a more efficient optimization protocol will be simulated restraint sets. This objective can be achieved by using the same approach as described here, except needed to find good scoring structures. For example, if
